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Human-Level Intelligence



Robotics and Autonomous Systems



Figure: safety in image classification networks



Figure: safety in natural language processing networks



Figure: safety in voice recognition networks



Figure: safety in security systems



Microsoft Chatbot

On 23 Mar 2016, Microsoft launched a new artificial intelligence
chat bot that it claims will become smarter the more you talk to it.



Microsoft Chatbot

after 24 hours ...



Microsoft Chatbot



Microsoft Chatbot



Major problems and critiques

I un-safe, e.g., instability to adversarial examples

I hard to explain to human users

I ethics, trustworthiness, accountability, etc.
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Automated Verification, a.k.a. Model Checking



Robotics and Autonomous Systems

Robotic and autonomous systems (RAS) are interactive, cognitive
and interconnected tools that perform useful tasks in the real world
where we live and work.



Systems for Verification: Paradigm Shifting



System Properties

I dependability (or reliability)

I human values, such as trustworthiness, morality, ethics,
transparency, etc
(We have another line of work on the verification of social
trust between human and robots [1])

I explainability ?



Verification of Deep Learning
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Human Driving vs. Autonomous Driving

Traffic image from “The German Traffic Sign Recognition Benchmark”



Deep learning verification (DLV)

Image generated from our tool Deep Learning Verification (DLV) 1

1X. Huang and M. Kwiatkowska. Safety verification of deep neural
networks. CAV-2017.



Safety Problem: Tesla incident



Deep neural networks

all implemented with



Safety Definition: Deep Neural Networks

I Rn be a vector space of images (points)

I f : Rn → C , where C is a (finite) set of class labels, models
the human perception capability,

I a neural network classifier is a function f̂ (x) which
approximates f (x)



Safety Definition: Deep Neural Networks

A (feed-forward and deep) neural network N is a tuple (L,T ,Φ),
where

I L = {Lk | k ∈ {0, ..., n}}: a set of layers.

I T ⊆ L× L: a set of sequential connections between layers,

I Φ = {φk | k ∈ {1, ..., n}}: a set of activation functions
φk : DLk−1

→ DLk , one for each non-input layer.



Safety Definition: Illustration



Safety Definition: Traffic Sign Example



Safety Definition: General Safety

[General Safety] Let ηk(αx ,k) be a region in layer Lk of a neural
network N such that αx ,k ∈ ηk(αx ,k). We say that N is safe for
input x and region ηk(αx ,k), written as N, ηk |= x , if for all
activations αy ,k in ηk(αx ,k) we have αy ,n = αx ,n.



Challenges

Challenge 1: continuous space, i.e., there are an infinite number of
points to be tested in the high-dimensional space



Challenges

Challenge 2: The spaces are high dimensional

Note: a colour image of size
32*32 has the 32*32*3 = 784
dimensions.

Note: hidden layers can have
many more dimensions than
input layer.



Challenges

Challenge 3: the functions f and f̂ are highly non-linear, i.e., safety
risks may exist in the pockets of the spaces

Figure: Input Layer and First Hidden Layer



Challenges

Challenge 4: not only heuristic search but also verification



Approach 1: Discretisation by Manipulations

Define manipulations δk : DLk → DLk over the activations in the
vector space of layer k .
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↵x,k↵x,k

Figure: Example of a set {δ1, δ2, δ3, δ4} of valid manipulations in a
2-dimensional space



ladders, bounded variation, etc
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↵x,k = ↵x0,k↵x,k = ↵x0,k
↵x1,k↵x1,k

↵x2,k↵x2,k

↵xj ,k↵xj ,k

↵xj+1,k↵xj+1,k⌘k(↵x,k)⌘k(↵x,k)

Figure: Examples of ladders in region ηk(αx,k). Starting from
αx,k = αx0,k , the activations αx1,k ...αxj ,k form a ladder such that each
consecutive activation results from some valid manipulation δk applied to
a previous activation, and the final activation αxj ,k is outside the region
ηk(αx,k).



Safety wrt Manipulations

[Safety wrt Manipulations] Given a neural network N, an input x
and a set ∆k of manipulations, we say that N is safe for input x
with respect to the region ηk and manipulations ∆k , written as
N, ηk ,∆k |= x , if the region ηk(αx ,k) is a 0-variation for the set
L(ηk(αx ,k)) of its ladders, which is complete and covering.

Theorem
(⇒) N, ηk |= x (general safety) implies N, ηk ,∆k |= x (safety wrt
manipulations).



Minimal Manipulations

Define minimal manipulation as the fact that there does not exist a
finer manipulation that results in a different classification.

Theorem
(⇐) Given a neural network N, an input x , a region ηk(αx ,k) and a
set ∆k of manipulations, we have that N, ηk ,∆k |= x (safety wrt
manipulations) implies N, ηk |= x (general safety) if the
manipulations in ∆k are minimal.



Approach 2: Layer-by-Layer Refinement

Figure: Refinement in general safety



Approach 2: Layer-by-Layer Refinement

Figure: Refinement in general safety and safety wrt manipulations



Approach 2: Layer-by-Layer Refinement

Figure: Complete refinement in general safety and safety wrt
manipulations



Approach 3: Exhaustive Search
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Figure: exhaustive search (verification) vs. heuristic search



Approach 4: Feature Discovery

Natural data, for example natural images and sound, forms a
high-dimensional manifold, which embeds tangled manifolds to
represent their features.

Feature manifolds usually have lower dimension than the data
manifold, and a classification algorithm is to separate a set of
tangled manifolds.



Approach 4: Feature Discovery



Experimental Results: MNIST

Image Classification Network for the MNIST Handwritten Numbers
0 – 9

Total params: 600,810



Experimental Results: MNIST



Experimental Results: GTSRB

Image Classification Network for The German Traffic Sign
Recognition Benchmark

Total params: 571,723



Experimental Results: GTSRB



Experimental Results: GTSRB



Experimental Results: CIFAR-10

Image Classification Network for the CIFAR-10 small images

Total params: 1,250,858



Experimental Results: CIFAR-10



Experimental Results: imageNet

Image Classification Network for the ImageNet dataset, a large
visual database designed for use in visual object recognition
software research.

Total params: 138,357,544



Experimental Results: ImageNet
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Contributions

Contributions:

I feature guided black-box

I theoretical safety guarantee, with evidence of practical
convergence

I time efficiency, moving towards real-time detection

I evaluation of safety-critical systems

I counter-claiming a recent statement



Black-box vs. White-box



Human Perception by Feature Extraction

Figure: Illustration of the transformation of an image into a saliency
distribution.

I (a) The original image α, provided by ImageNet.

I (b) The image marked with relevant keypoints Λ(α).

I (c) The heatmap of the Gaussian mixture model G(Λ(α)).



Human Perception as Gaussian Mixture Model

SIFT:

I invariant to image translation, scaling, and rotation,

I partially invariant to illumination changes and

I robust to local geometric distortion



Pixel Manipulation

define pixel manipulations δX ,i : D→ D for X ⊆ P0 a subset of
input dimensions and i ∈ I :

δX ,i (α)(x , y , z) =


α(x , y , z) + τ, if (x , y) ∈ X and i = +
α(x , y , z)− τ, if (x , y) ∈ X and i = −
α(x , y , z) otherwise



Safety Testing as Two-Player Turn-based Game



Rewards under Strategy Profile σ = (σ1, σ2)

I For terminal nodes, ρ ∈ PathFI ,

R(σ, ρ) =
1

sevα(α′
ρ)

where sevα(α′) is severity of an image α′, comparing to the
original image α

I For non-terminal nodes, simply compute the reward by
applying suitable strategy σi on the rewards of the children
nodes



Players’ Objectives

The goal of the game is for player I to choose a strategy σI to
maximise the reward R((σI, σII), s0) of the initial state s0, based
on the strategy σII of the player II, i.e.,

arg max
σI

optσIIR((σI, σII), s0). (1)

where option optσII can be maxσII , minσII , or natσII , according to
which player II acts as a cooperator, an adversary, or nature who
samples the distribution G(Λ(α)) for pixels and randomly chooses
the manipulation instruction.



Complexity

I We need only consider finite paths (and therefore a finite
system),

I PTIME in theory
I but, the number of states (and therefore the size of the

system) is O(|P0|h) for h the length of the longest finite path
of the system without a terminating state. it is roughly

I O(50000100) for the images used in the ImageNet competition
and

I O(100020) for smaller images such as CIFAR10 and MNIST.



Monte-Carlo Tree Search



Guarantee

An image α′ ∈ η(α, k, d) is a τ -grid image if for all dimensions
p ∈ P0 we have |α′(p)− α(p)| = n ∗ τ for some n ≥ 0. Let
τ(α, k , d) be the set of τ -grid images in η(α, k , d).

Theorem
Let α′ ∈ η(α, k , d) be any τ -grid image such that
α′ ∈ advN,k,d(α, c). Then we have that
sevα(α′) ≥ sev(M(α, p, d),maxσII).

I sevα(α′): severity of an image α′

I sev(M(α, p, d),maxσII): severity of the optimal image



Guarantee

An image α1 ∈ η(α, k, d) is a misclassification aggregator with
respect to a number β > 0 if, for any α2 ∈ η(α1, 1, β), we have
that N(α2) 6= N(α) implies N(α1) 6= N(α). Then, we have the
following theorem.

Theorem
If all τ -grid images are misclassification aggregators with respect to
τ/2, and sev(M(α, p, d),maxσII) > d , then advN,k,d(α, c) = ∅.



Guarantee

Definition
Network N is a Lipschitz network with respect to the distance
measure Lk and a constant ~ > 0 if, for all α, α′ ∈ D, we have
|N(α′,N(α))− N(α,N(α))| < ~ · ||α′ − α||k .

Let ` be the minimum confidence gap for a class change, i.e.,

` = min{|N(α′,N(α))−N(α,N(α))| | α, α′ ∈ D,N(α′) 6= N(α)}.

The following conclusion can be used to compute the largest τ .

Theorem
Let N be a Lipschitz network with respect to L1 and a constant ~.
Then when τ ≤ 2`

~ and sev(M(α, p, d),maxσII) > d , we have that
advN,k,d(α, c) = ∅.



Statistical Comparison with Existing Approaches

Figure: Adversarial examples by Game (this paper) vs. CW vs. JSMA for
CIFAR-10 networks.



Statistical

L0 CW (L0 alg.) Game (t. = 1m) JSMA-F JSMA-Z

MNIST 8.5 14.1 17 20
CIFAR10 5.8 9 25 20

Table: CW vs. Game vs. JSMA2

2For CW, the L0 distance counts the number of changed pixels, while for
the others the L0 distance counts the number of changed dimensions.
Therefore, the number 5.8 in Table 1 is not precise, and should be between 5.8
and 17.4, because colour images have three channels.



Convergence in Limited Runs

I blue: the smallest severity found so far.

I orange: the severity returned in the current iteration.

I green: the average severity returned in the past 10 iterations.



Evaluating Safety-Critical Networks

I Nexar traffic light challenge made over eighteen thousand
dashboard camera images publicly available. Each image is
labeled either green, red, or null.

I We test the winner of the challenge which scored an accuracy
above 90%

I Despite each input being 37632-dimensional (112x112x3), our
algorithm reports that the manipulation of an average of 4.85
dimensions changes the network classification.

I Each image was processed by the algorithm in 0.303 seconds
(which includes time to read and write images), i.e., 304
seconds are taken to test all 1000 images.



Evaluating Safety-Critical Networks

Figure: Adversarial examples generated on Nexar data demonstrate a lack
of robustness. (a) Green light classified as red with confidence 56% after
one pixel manipulation. (b) Green light classified as red with confidence
76% after one pixel. (c) Red light classified as green with 90%
confidence after one pixel.



Evaluating Safety-Critical Networks

Figure: Targeted adversarial examples on Nexar illustrate safety concerns.
(a) Red light classified as green with 68% confidence after one pixel
change. (b) Red light classified as green with 95% confidence after one
pixel. (c) Red light classified as green with confidence 78% after one
pixel.



Evaluating Safety-Critical Networks

Figure: Convergence to an optimal strategy on Nexar traffic light images.
(a) An image of a red light manipulated into a green light after a single
pixel change and the plot of convergence over eight simulations (b). (c)
An image of a green light manipulated to a red light after a single pixel
manipulation and (d) its convergence plot over eight simulations.



Counter-claim a Recent Statement

I A recent paper argued that, under specific circumstances,
there is no need to worry about adversarial examples because
they are not invariant to changes in scale or angle in the
physical domain.

I Our SIFT-approach, which is inherently scale and rotationally
invariant, can easily counter-claim such statements.



Counter-claim a Recent Statement

Figure: (Left) Adversarial examples in physical domain remain adversarial
at multiple angles. Top images classified correctly as traffic lights, bottom
images classified incorrectly as either ovens, TV screens, or microwaves.
(Right) Adversarial examples in the physical domain remain adversarial at
multiple scales. Top images correctly classified as traffic lights, bottom
images classified incorrectly as ovens or microwaves (with the center light
being misclassified as a pizza in the bottom right instance).
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Conclusions and Future Works

I Conclusions

I a layer-by-layer refinement framework for verification of DNN
I a feature guided black-box verification approach for DNN
I theoretical guarantee

I Future Works

I global safety
I other classes of networks
I explainable AI
I ...



Conclusions and Future Works
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